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spend 30-40 minutes on
Code::Blocks and Eclipse...I'd

rather spend more time
developing my Node.js/Express

application. I'd also like to
reduce my port number on my
development router from 8080
to something like 8001. What
do you use to scale up your

development environment for
Node? What config do you use

for your development
environment that can be picked

up by Visual Studio for
example? A: How to scale up

Node.js development
environment Both Visual Studio
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support Node.js out-of-the-box.
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development environment that

can be picked up by Visual
Studio for example? Travis CI -
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substitute was compared with
the bone-grafting technique,
regarding the shape of the

obtained result. The material
consisted of 24 patients (14
males and 10 females) with
correction of an oblique jaw
deformity (mean age: 33.
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